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Abstract 
 

A new two-stage indexless search procedure is presented that makes use of the constrained 
edit distance in IDS misuse detection attack database search. The procedure consists of a 
pre-selection phase, in which the original dataset is reduced and the exhaustive search phase 
for the database records selected in the first phase. The maximum number of consecutive 
deletions represents the constraint. Besides eliminating the need for finer exhaustive search 
in the attack database records in which the detected subsequence is too distorted, the new 
search procedure also enables better control over the search process in the case of deliberate 
distortion of the attack strings. Experimental results obtained on the SNORT signature files 
show that the proposed method offers average search data set reduction in the typical cases 
of more than 70% compared to the method that uses the unconstrained edit distance. 
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1. Introduction 

Misuse detection based IDS operate by searching for appearance of specific traffic patterns 
in a database of known attack signatures. The number of known vulnerabilities, as well as the 
variability of possible searchable attack strings in the database may become a limiting factor 
for real time operation of such a system. However, it is sometimes possible to exclude parts of 
the search space that are considered non-interesting for the case at hand. In this paper, we 
apply edit distance with special constraints in the process of pre-selection of the misuse-based 
IDS database records that are interesting for eventual matching of the particular search 
pattern. A coarse pre-selection matching is performed first, by computing the constrained edit 
distance between each record of the attack signatures database and the query. The maximum 
length of runs of deletions represents the constraint. The obtained constrained edit distances 
are then sorted in the increasing order and a finer inspection is performed in the records 
starting from those with the minimum constrained edit distance from the search string. The 
advantage of use of the constrained edit distance over the unconstrained one lies in the 
possibility of skipping finer exhaustive search in the records of the database where the 
detected subsequence is too distorted, even if the unconstrained edit distance is small enough. 
The use of the deletion constraint also enables better control over the search process in the 
cases in which the attackers deliberately distort the attack strings by substituting and deleting 
characters.  

The best known general approximate database search algorithms use indexing in order to 
make the search procedure as effective in time as possible. For example, [3] defines an 
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approximate search algorithm based on a combination of a specific index structure and 
unconstrained edit distance. To improve the efficiency even more, the edit distance is 
computed approximately by means of the q-gram distance. However, the use of indexes is 
memory-consuming and the index must be updated as the database changes, which is often 
the case with the IDS attack signature databases. Unlike the general data mining algorithms, 
many algorithms originally intended to be used in IDS database search are based either on 
trying to use previous search results in the current search (for example, the Signature A priori 
Algorithm [5]) or on exploiting the similarities of the attack signatures (database records) (see 
for example [6]). The efficiency of such algorithms, however, heavily depends on the 
properties of the particular attack signature database. The first attempt to build a combined 
indexless search procedure that would include computation of edit distances in the records 
pre-selection process and a finer exhaustive search algorithm in the selected areas is described 
in [2]. That procedure, applied in digital forensics search, in which the lengths of the search 
fragments are not defined in advance, makes use of the constrained edit distance in the pre-
selection phase. Unlike the computational forensic search, the records of an IDS attack 
signature database are of different lengths in general and these lengths are defined in advance 
and fixed. Consequently, in the IDS database search it is not possible to try to improve the 
search efficiency by varying the length of the search fragment in the first phase of the search 
process as it was experimented in [2].  

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, mathematical preliminaries regarding the 
constrained edit distance are presented. In Section 3, the signature pre-selection algorithm is 
given. Experimental work is described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 
 
2. Mathematical background 

Given arbitrary strings X and Y of lengths N and M, respectively, over a finite alphabet A, 
we deal with the problem of transforming the string X to Y by means of the elementary edit 
operations of deletion and substitution, under the following constraints: 

C1. The maximum length of runs of deletions is F. 

C2. The edit sequence is ordered in a sense that every substitution is preceded by at 
most one run of deletions. 

The constrained edit distance D(X, Y) is then defined as the minimum sum of elementary 
edit distances associated with the edit operations of deletion and substitution needed to 
transform X to Y, subject to the assumed constraints. 

We first define elementary distances associated with the edit operations of deletion and 
substitution of symbols. Along with the alphabet A, we introduce the ”empty” symbol  
reserved for the presentation of deletion. Let A* =A{}. Nonnegative real-valued 
elementary edit distances are defined in the following way: 

1. d(a, ) is the elementary distance associated with the deletion of a symbol a  A; 

2. d(a, b) is the elementary distance associated with the substitution of the symbol a with 
the symbol b, where a, b  A. 

We also define the compression operator C in the following way. For an arbitrary finite 
length string Z over A*, C(Z) stands for the string over A that is obtained from Z by removing 
all the empty symbols from it (see [1], for example). 
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Every editing transformation as a sequence of elementary edit operations can be 
equivalently represented in an ordered way according to the constraint C2 defined above. We 
call such a representation an edit sequence and denote it by S = (X, Y’), where (X, Y’)  
AA*, and for every (X, Y’) the following rules hold: 

1. C(Y’) = Y ; 

2. |Y’|= N; 

3. for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, the variables xi and 'iy cannot simultaneously take the value ; 

4. (X, Y’) satisfies the constraints C1 and C2. 

In order to compute the constrained edit distance efficiently, the partial constrained edit 
distance W(e, s) is used as a constrained edit distance between the prefix Xe+s of the sequence 
X and the prefix Ys of the sequence Y. Note that the set of feasible values of (e, s) is, due to the 
assumed constraints, given by 

0 ≤ s ≤ M, 0 ≤ e ≤ min{N − s, sF}.             (1) 

Namely, a pair (e, s) is feasible if and only if it satisfies (1). 

The following theorem enables efficient computation of the constrained edit distance   
D(X, Y). The proof is obtained by following the lines from [1]. 

Theorem 1: 

Under the combination of the constraints C1 and C2, the partial constrained edit distance 
W(e, s) satisfies the recursion: 

            ,,,1,min,
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1 ≤ s ≤ M, 0 ≤ e ≤ min{N − s, sF}, where Q is the set of all e1 such that 0 ≤ e1 ≤ min{F, e}. 
For s = 0, 0 ≤ e ≤ min{N,F}, 
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3. The new signature search algorithm 

In order to apply Theorem 1 in IDS database signature search, it is necessary to remove the 
deletion constraint before the first substitution and after the last substitution of the edit 
sequence. Otherwise, a record containing the search string would almost always be rejected 
for too long runs of deletions before and/or after the search string in the edit sequence. The 
following modification of the recursion (2)-(3) enables computation of the constrained edit 
distance with the deletion constraint removed before the first substitution and after the last 
substitution. The equation (2) still holds, but to remove the constraints before the first 
substitution, the limits for e in the equation (3) are modified so that we have 
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Let X be X +’D’ and letY be Y +’D’, where ‘D’ is any symbol. Then, for s = M + 1 and      
1 ≤ e ≤ N − M, in order to remove the constraints after the last substitution of a symbol from 
X, we have 

  1, MeW  
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where, unlike in (2), Q is the set of e1 such that 0 ≤ e1 ≤ e. 

The new signature search algorithm proposed in this paper consists of two phases. In the 
first, pre-selection phase, for each of the records of the database the constrained edit distance 
given by the (2), (4) and (5) between the record and the search string is computed. The 
constrained edit distances obtained in this way are sorted in ascending order. Naturally, the 
records of the database should be of the same length and to achieve this they are all padded 
with an arbitrary symbol to the length of the longest record. In the second phase of the search 
process, a finer search is performed in the fragments starting from the top ranked one in the 
first phase. In this paper, we concentrate on the first phase of the attack signature search 
procedure, since the second phase that includes exhaustive search in the selected fragments is 
straightforward. The complete search algorithm used in the first phase is given below. We 
assume, without loss of generality, that the elementary edit distances associated with deletions 
of all the symbols are the same. 

Algorithm 1 

Input: 

 N - the length of the record. 

 D- the IDS attack signature database. 

 S - the search string. 

 The elementary distance de associated with the deletion of a symbol. 

 The array D of elementary edit distances d(x, y) associated with substitution of x 
with y, x, y ∈ A. 

 F - maximum number of consecutive deletions. 

Output: 

 The array P of ordered pairs (i, d), sorted by d in ascending order, where i is the 
ordinal number of the record in D, and d is the corresponding constrained edit 
distance between that record and the search string. 

begin 

 comment D consists of k records of length N 

 comment Main loop; Di is the i-th record of D, i =1, 2, . . . , k 

 for i ← 1 until k do 

  begin 
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   comment Compute the constrained edit distance between Di and S (See Alg. 2) 

   d = CED(Di, S,| Di |,| S |, F,D, de) ; 

   Store (i, d) in P ; 

  end ; 

 Sort the array P by d in ascending order ; 

end. 

The following algorithm is used to compute the constrained edit distance between two 
sequences. It is based on (2), (4) and (5). 

Algorithm 2 (The CED computing procedure) 

Input: 

 The sequences Di and S of lengths | Di | and | S |, respectively. 

 The maximum length F of runs of deletions. 

 The elementary distance de associated with the deletion of a symbol. 

 The array D of elementary edit distances d(x, y) associated with substitution of x 
with y, x, y  A. 

Output: 

The constrained edit distance d between Di and S. 

begin 

 comment Initialization 

 N ←| Di | ; M ←| S | ; X ← Di ; Y ← S ; W[e, s] ←  , e = 0, . . . , N −M, s = 0, . . . , M ; 

 W[0, 0] ← 0 ; 

 for s ← 1 until M do W[0, s] ← W[0, s − 1] + d[X[s], Y [s]] ; 

 comment s = 0; no constraints before the first substitution 

 for e ← 1 until N −M do W[e, 0] ← e * de ; 

 comment Main loop 

 for s ← 1 until M do 

  begin 

   for e ← 0 until min{N − s, s * F} do 

    begin 

     W[e, s] ← min{W[e − e1, s − 1] + e1 * de+ d[X[e +s], Y [s]]},  

     e1 = 0, ... , min{e, F}, 

    end ; 

  end ; 

 comment No constraints after the last substitution 
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 for e ← 1 until N −M do 

  W[e,M + 1] ← min{W[e − e1,M] + e1 * de+d[X[e +M + 1], Y [M + 1]]}, e1 = 0, ... , e; 

 comment Compute the constrained edit distance 

 d ← W[N − M,M + 1] ; 

end. 
 
4. Experimental work 

In order to compare the efficiency of attack signature search with the constrained and the 
unconstrained edit distance, the following experiment was carried out: all the strings 
corresponding to the ”contents” field of the SNORT [4] rules were searched for in the 
corresponding files with the extension .rules. These files were modified by padding the 
rule descriptions to the length of the longest record. For every record in each file, the 
constrained edit distance and the unconstrained edit distance were computed between the 
record and the searched string. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Dependence of the average data set reduction on the deletion 
constraints for different acceptance thresholds 

For a threshold  given in advance, a record was accepted as a candidate for a more 
detailed search in the second phase of the search process if the constrained/unconstrained edit 
distance between the record and the search string was less than or equal to N−M+, where N 
was the length of the record and M was the length of the search string. For each search string, 
the numbers of accepted records in the cases of the use of the constrained and the 
unconstrained edit distance were counted. Let nc be the number of accepted records over all 
the search strings from the examined set with the constrained edit distance used in the first 
search phase and let nu be the number of accepted records if the unconstrained edit distance is 
used in the same process. We define the data set reduction R as the measure of efficiency of 
the signature search algorithm that makes use of the constrained edit distance: 
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Fig. 1 presents dependence of the average value of R over the SNORT’s rule files 
mentioned above on the deletion constraints F for different acceptance thresholds. 

The most important fact to observe from Fig. 1 is that the average data set reduction is very 
high (> 70%) in the typical zero-tolerance case ( = 0). This means that if the constrained edit 
distance is used in the first phase of the search process, this phase becomes much less time 
consuming compared to the time necessary to complete the search when the unconstrained 
edit distance is used. For higher acceptance thresholds, needed when a deliberate distortion of 
traffic patterns is suspected, it can be observed that the average data reduction is still high (> 
40%) for all the examined constraints. 
 
5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a new attack signature search procedure for misuse detection IDS databases 
is described. It applies constrained edit distance in the pre-selection phase, in which the 
records of the database that deserve a more focused search are selected. The use of 
constrained edit distance, where the constraints deal with the maximum lengths of runs of 
deletions, enables rejection of the records in which the detected search string is too distorted. 
It also enables detection of search strings even when they are deliberately distorted by means 
of substitutions and deletions of characters. The level of tolerance of such distortions is 
controlled by means of the values of the constraints and the acceptance thresholds. A 
necessary modification of the original constrained edit distance algorithm in order to be used 
in signature search is described. Experimental results, obtained on the widely used SNORT 
database, show that for typical values of the search parameters (constraints and acceptance 
threshold values) the new signature search procedure is much more efficient than the 
procedure that uses the unconstrained edit distance. 
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